HALTER & MINI SKIRT SET
12-4402 | S/M - L/XL
IN BLACK AND RED

MESH HALTER & SHORTS SET
12-5502 | S/M - L/XL
IN BLACK AND RED

OFF THE SHOULDER TOP & G-STRING
12-3502 | S/M - L/XL
IN BLACK AND RED

MESH TOP & G-STRING SET
12-3302 | S/M - L/XL
IN BLACK AND RED
MESH TOP & G-STRING SET
IN BLACK AND RED
| 12-2502 | S/M - L/XL |

OPEN BACK CATSUIT
IN BLACK
| 10-3502 | S/M - L/XL |

MESH CUTAWAY BODYSUIT
IN BLACK AND RED
| 10-2502 | S/M - L/XL |

MESH CUTAWAY BODYSUIT
IN BLACK AND RED
| 10-2502 | S/M - L/XL |

HALTER NECK CORSET
IN BLACK AND RED
| 11-5502 | S/M - L/XL |
CUTAWAY MESH LEGGINGS
8-13001 | S/M - L/XL

MESH STAY-UP TIGHTS
8-20001 | S/M - L/XL

WAIST GARTER TIGHTS
9-25001 | S/M - L/XL

IN BLACK AND RED

STAY-UP TIGHTS
7-15002 | S/M - L/XL

IN BLACK AND RED

WAIST GARTER TIGHTS
7-35002 | S/M - L/XL

IN BLACK AND RED

Mesh Stay-Up Tights

Waist Garter Tights

Stay-Up Tights
CLASSIC GARTER SKIRT
| 13-1502 | S/M - L/XL

LACED MINI-DRESS
| 13-1772 | S/M - L/XL

CUT-A-WAY MINI-DRESS
| 17-3502 | S/M - L/XL

IN BLACK

IN BLACK

HALTER NECK MESH DRESS
| 17-4402 | S/M - L/XL

IN BLACK AND RED

IN BLACK AND RED

IN BLACK AND RED
STRAPPY TEDDY
BLACK AND RED | 4-1102X | OSX

SLEEK PLUNGE TEDDY
BLACK AND RED | 4-1202X | OSX
PEEKABOO HALTER TOP
In Black and Red | 6-1002X | OSX

PEPLUM TOP & G-STRING
5-2002X | OSX | In Black and Red

HALTER CORSET TOP
In Black | 11-1302X | OSX

CUT OUT CORSET TOP
11-1202X | OSX | In Black
CLASSIC CARTER SKIRT
IN BLACK | 13-1102X | O/SX

HOODED JUMPER
10-2002X | O/SX | BLACK AND RED

SCOOP NECK MINI DRESS
10-2002X | O/SX | BLACK

OFF SHOULDER DRESS
17-4002X | O/SX | BLACK AND RED
CUT-A-WAY SHORTS
23-7602 | S/M - L/XL | IN BLACK

LOW CUT FISHNET BRIEFS
23-8402 | S/M - L/XL | IN BLACK

STRAP HARNESS
22-8032 | S/M - L/XL | IN BLACK

RING HARNESS & THONG
22-2042 | S/M - L/XL | IN BLACK
FISHNET T-SHIRT
IN BLACK | 28-6822 | S/M - L/XL

EDGY & DARING
CLASSIC ZIPPER CORSET
11-0030 | S-M-L-XL | IN BLACK

STRAPLESS STUDDED CORSET
11-9055 | S-M-L-XL | IN BLACK

LACE-UP CORSET
11-1075 | S-M-L-XL | IN BLACK

HIGH BACK CORSET
11-4055 | S-M-L-XL | IN BLACK
LACE UP CORSET
IN BLACK | 15-1135 | S-M-L-XL

FRONT BUCKLE CORSET
11-5095 | S-M-L-XL | IN BLACK

UNDERBUST CORSET
11-7055 | S-M-L-XL | IN BLACK

CLASSIC SCOOP CORSET
11-1095 | S-M-L-XL | IN BLACK
KNEE-LENGTH PENCIL SKIRT
13-1065 | S-M-L-XL | IN BLACK

CLASSIC MINI SKIRT
13-1105 | S-M-L-XL | IN BLACK

LOW RISE BOOT CUT PANTS
16-3005 | S-M-L-XL | IN BLACK

FITTED LACE-UP PANTS
16-1055 | S-M-L-XL | IN BLACK
Toll Free Order Line
1-800-495-4454

Head Office
5650 Tomken Rd Unit #15
Mississauga Ontario
L4W 4P1

Tel: 905-282-9992
Fax: 905-282-9092
E-mail: info@allurelingerie.com
Ordering: order@allurelingerie.com
Dropship Ordering: dropship@allurelingerie.com

www.allurelingerie.com